
Medium Term FL PLANNING    September 2019 – 2020 (The Lightbulb Languages website) 

Oracy  (listening, speaking 

and spoken interaction .e.g. 

role play)  

Literacy -  reading and writing 

using different forms of text – simple 

stories, poems, information texts, 

advertisements, letters, messages incl. 

electronic. 

Intercultural understanding -  
The pupils learn to look at things 

from another’s perspective, giving 

them insight into the people, culture 

and traditions of other cultures.  

Knowledge about Language (KAL)-Pupils 

compare the new language with English or another 

language and reflect on similarities and differences. 

They become aware of rules or patterns in language 

and begin to apply their knowledge when creating 

new language  

Language Learning Strategies (LLS).- 

Pupils familiarise themselves with strategies 

which they can apply to the learning of any 

language.  

Intent: Pupil will study French and develop their interest in the culture of other 

nations. They will have access to high quality teaching and learning opportunities, 

making use of native speakers and e-learning.  

Cross-Curricular links:  
Maths –Using Coordinates; Directions;  Humanities – Making Global links;  
Music – Singing; Whole school Assembly; Science – Studying the Planets(Yr 5) 
Cultural Evening –Diversities of cultures, food and languages  

Implementation Autumn Spring Summer  

YEAR GROUP 5 1 2 1 2 1 2  

 

Units 10 -14 

 

Detailed plans 

Available ) 

 

 

 

 

The Alphabet: 
I can say and sing the French 
alphabet; (Unit 10) L’alphabet 
sounds; Children to explore 
similarity to sounds of some 
Englishletters 
I can say the vowels and spell 
out a name/my name  
I can revise numbers 1 – 30 
and multiples of 10 up to 60. 
I can say and recognise places in 
the locality 
I can give coordinates using 

numbers up to 60 and letters  

 

 

Giving Directions: 
I can follow simple directions 
I can read and explore a short 
description of a journey 
I can  use new vocabulary to  
build sentences and phrases to 
describe my journey to school 
( x2 lessons) 
I can map out my own journey to 
school 
I can give simple directions  
(Unit0) 
 

 

 

 

Celebrations/ food for 
celebrations: 
I can revise numbers, days 
and months 
I can say and write the date 
I can recognise a celebration 
date e.g. le quatorze juillet 
I can explore lunchtimes in a 
French school 
I can talk about what I ate for 
lunch(Unit 11) 
 

 

Weather: 
I can recap Months and seasons 
(Yr 4) 
Chn sing weather song:  Sing 
track 23 “Singing French” 
I can combine seasons and 
weather to make longer phrases 
I can read and understand and 
join in a poem about the 
weather 
I can describe the seasons using 
colours and antonyms. 
Unit 13 
 

I can use colours to give a 
simple description of a scene. 
I can use verbs to extend my 
description 
I can reproduce a beach 

scene and add images from 

the painting  (Bringing a 

picture to life) 

 (Unit 14) 

Pupils to use the Degas 

picture from the National 

Gallery 

 

 

I can recognise and say 
the names of the 9 
planets 
I can answer questions 
about the planets  
I can make sentences to 
describe the planets. 
I can use different types 
of words to make up a 
sentence about the 
planets. 
I can explore similarities 
and differences between 
the structure of English 
sentences and French 
sentences (Compound 
sentences). 
Pupils to Prepare a 

presentation (Unit 12)  



 

 

Impact 

 

Can Pupils? 
Say the alphabet 
Give coordinates of localities using 
letters and numbers 

 

Can Pupils?  
Follow simple directions 
Write short sentences to 
describe a journey  

Can Pupils? 
Write the date in French 
Say what they ate for lunch 
 

Can Pupils? 
Write a weather sentence 
Describe season and weather 
sentences 
 

Can Pupils? 
Use colours to describe a 
beach scene 
Reproduce a beach scene and 
add images from the 
painting 
 
 

Can Pupils? 
Describe and answer 
questions about the 
planets 
Explore similarities and 
differences between the 
structure of English 
sentences and French 
sentences 
 
 


